Dear Colleagues,

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we would like to welcome you to Greece to participate in the 9th World Congress of Cosmetic Dermatology under the patronage of the International Academy of Cosmetic Dermatology, which is going to take place on 27-30 June 2013 in Athens, Greece.

The World Congresses are usually hosted by National Organizations in their own country and in Representation of IACD. In the year 2013, this honour fell upon the Dermatological Clinic of the Medical School of the University of Athens and the Hellenic Society of Dermatology and Venereology. This distinction bestowed to Greece also displays an appreciation for Greek Dermatologists and Scientists in the field who have been entrusted to host such a meeting and who guarantee to provide the highest world standards in doing so. Distinguished scientists will participate in the Congress, thus giving us their views and experiences on the latest developments on topics of great interest for us all. During the Congress participants will have the opportunity to expand their knowledge of cosmetology, medical products and techniques.

We invite you to share this knowledge with researchers and clinicians of international scientific reputation. Current state of the art information will be provided through lectures, plenary sessions and presentations from recent research by experts in the field, along with the opportunity to take part in hands-on experience through various sessions and workshops.

The Organizing Committee ensures that you will enjoy a memorable stay in Athens and look forward to welcoming you and your families in Greece.

Sincerely yours,

Prof. Andreas Katsambas

Prof. Christina Antoniou

Presidents of the Congress

Important Dates

December 1, 2012
Deadline for early registration fee

February 1st, 2013
Deadline for abstract submission

March 1st, 2013
Notification of abstracts acceptance

Quick Links

Call for abstracts
Registration
Accommodation

EXHIBITION

A commercial exhibition concurrent with the Congress will be organized. Companies and Organizations are invited to present their services products or literature. For sponsorship opportunities and exhibition floor plan, please contact congress secretariat ERASMUS S.A.

E-mail: info@wcocd2013.com
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